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Ii INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
J
The mission capabilities of the X-15-2 research aircraft will be
extended into the hypersonic regime to provide a test bed for ramjet
engines, high temperature materials, and structural components. To
eliminate the need for extensive aircraft structural modification to
accommodate the increased aerodynamic heat load of these missions, an
ablative thermal protection system will be used to maintain the existing-
aircraft within tolerable limits. This report documents the design of such
an ablator system to provide aircraft protection for missions to Math 7. 4.
The ablator system described herein is designed around use of the
Martin developed MA-25s sprayable ablator. This material is a room
temperature vinyl cure, elastomeric silicone based ablator of Viscosity
suitable for spray application. It is an-outgrowth of the ESA 3560 elasto-
meric based material used for lifting re'entry vehicles, and was
formulated primarily for use on complex configuration vehicles such as the
X-15.
A spray coating of this MA-25s material, of varying thickness_
constitutes the primary ablator application on the aircraft. Local design
details and environmental requirements, however, necessitate specialized
treatments and materials in certain areas (i. e. , leading edges, high
bearing load areas, etc. ). Premolded details of ESA 3560-IIA, a fiber
reinforced elastomeric ablator, and inserts of a load carrying material
2(DC 93-027 Modified) are utilized in these areas where environmental
requirements exceed the performance capabilities of the sprayable ablator.
The general arrangement of the ablation system is shown in Fig. I-l.
•" A wear layer of DC 90-090 material is used over the ablator
application. This is a LOX compatible, tenacious, tear resistant material
and is used to provide the relatively friable ablators with a degree of
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II. SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS
f
The requirements which govern the design of any thermal protection
system can be divided into two categories. Certainly the environmental
extremes associated with the design mission establish firm system design
goals. Equally influential, however, are the requirements dictated by the
configuration and operation of the vehicle to be protected. This report
section defines these parameters as applicable to the design of an ablator
system for the X-I5-2 aircraft, and they are summarized in Table II-L
A. Basi c System . Re.quirements
The configuration of the X-15-2 aircraft, with its many unique
design features, establishes a wide range of requirements to be satisfied
by the protection system. Its complex shape and rapid contour Changes
necessitate use of flexible ablator materials, and strongly suggests spray
application. The conventional landing mode of the aircraft also requires
maintenance of the aerodynamic shape of its lift and control surfaces after
thermal exposure. Structural adequacy of the ablator is a factor at
locations subject to high bearing loads, and the aircraft system fluids
require diverse compatibility and exposure to cryogenic temperatures.
In addition, the ablation system mUst not impede or affect, in-any
way, the function or performance of the aircraft systems, and flight plans
and scheduling Of the X-15A 2 would be enhanced by use of ablator materials
which were easily applied and removed to minimize system turn around
time requirements.
B. System Environmental Re quire men t s
The environmental design requirements for the ablation system
defined herein, are those associated with a Maeh 7.4 mission trajectory as
supplied by NASA. This mission profile is presented in Table II-2, and
/the pertinent trajectory parameters are shown in Fig. II-l. In addition,
the calculated aerodynamic heating data was supplied for a number of
discrete locations over the aircraft. These locations, for the most part,
coincide with existing thermocouple locations on the aircraft and their
distribution is shown in Fig. II-2. The actual location of these points over
the aircraft is tabulated in Table II-3. The numbers assigned to the data
points are the corresponding thermocouple designations, and these
identifications are used consistently throughout this report whenever
reference is made to the data points.
The calculated heating rates, as received, were "cold wall" values
using a base temperature of 0_ F. The computational programs available
at Martin for ablator performance analysis utilize "cold wall" heating
rates with a base temperature of 0_ R. The received values, therefore,
were corrected for this base temperature difference by the following
relationship"
CtO_R : Clo° F
H R -H0o R







- heating rate at 0° R in Btu/ft 2-sec
- heating rate at 0° F in Btu/ft2-sec
- recovery enthalpy = _V 2/2gj + H_ in Btu/lb
- free stream enthalpy of air in Btu/Ib
H0 oR - enthalpy at 0_R =0 Btu/lb
H
0°F - enthalpy at (r F = 115 Btu / ib
- recovery factor assumed 1 for conservative design
This,correction factor, though trajectory time dependent, is
insensitive to location on the aircraft (_ assumed = I). The same factors
were, therefore, applied to heating profiles at all the data points. The
calculated values for.this factor are shown in Table II-4 for a number of
trajectory times. Tables II-5 thru II-8 give both the "as received" heating
rates and the values after correction to the 0° R base for all the aircraft
data points. Also included is the total trajectory heat load (0 ° R base) at
each data point.
Table II-9 presents the heating information for two points on the vane
antennas of the aircraft. The data shown is actually that associated with
the original Mach 8 design trajectory, but it was decided not to modify the
antenna's original ablator design since the economic investment for a new








TAB LE II- 1
X-15-2 ABLATOR MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Environmental
Requirements
Cold wall heating rates
(0° F) up to 160 Btu/ft 2-
sec. Pressures to 0. 75
arm. Stag. enthalpy
1300 Btu/ib. Shear to
16 psf. Enthalpy of
1300 Btu/lb.
C old wall heating rates
(ff F) to 12 Btu/ft2-sec.
Pressures to 0, 01 arm,
Enthalpy of 12 00 Btu/lb.
shear to 2 psf.
Compression loads to
1500 psi at room temp,
prior to thermal expos.
Cold wall heating rates
(0 ° F) to 15 Btu/ft2-sec.
Pressures to 0. 1 arm.
Enthalpy to 12 00 Btu/lb.




















































Good insulator of very
low density. Low temp
strain capability.
Good thermal stab. of



























Cold wall heating rates
(0°F) to 15 Btu/ft2-sec.
Pressures to 0.i arm.
Enthalpy to 1200 Btu/Ib.


























Cold wall heating rates
(0°F) to 15 Btu/ft2-sec.
Pressures to 0.i arm.
Enthalpy to 12 00 Btu/lb.




the rigors of panel re-
placement and handling.
Appl. without external Room temp bond.
heat over irreg, and Good flexibility at
contot_d surfaces, instal, and a low
No thermal gradient with te]np, strain cap-
ability when installed.
Same ablative proper-
ties as other matls.
Reasoneble toughness




Cx_Id wall heating rates
(0°F) to 160 BTU/ftZ-sec.
P_essur_ to 0.75 arm.
St_ation enthalpy of
1300 BTU/Ib. Shear to
16 psf.
Easily applied without Room temp cure. Spray
external heat over applied. Provide a
irreg, surfaces, Provide tenacious 9 tear re-
durability for ablator sistant layer over
matls during normal ablator marls. Be
aircraft maintenance and compatible with ablator
servicing. Be LOX corn- marls and not alter or
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43250 BTU/FT2 4200 BTU/FT2
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58.1
TABLE II-lO
X- 15A- 2 MAXI _flJM VE LOC I TY FLI GHT
• ' ,,M_ JR
MODIFIED VENTRAL FIN
AERODYNAMIC HEATING PROF.ILES
THERMOCOUPLE LOCATION 17001 TOTAL HEAT
To be added when fin design
is final ized.
58.2
TABLE - I!-10 f, CONT. !
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The range of environmental exposure to be satisfied by the ablation
system exceeds the efficient usage limitations Of any one ablator material.
A combination of materials is required in designing the protection system
to avoid "over designing" some areas and/or tolerating "weak-links" else-
Where. Multiple material use permits some lattitude to "custom tailor"
the individual material properties to the environmental requirements and
thereby increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the overall installation.
This report section defines the design evolution of the thermal protection
system for the X- 15-2.
A. Material Selection
Following is a brief description of the material screening phase of
the thermal protection system design effort, which permitted selection of
the best suited materials for use in the design.
Io Primary Heat Shield-
Selection of MA-25s ablator as the primary material for the
X-15 ablation system was made prior to contract initiation. The
MA-25s sprayable ablator was, in fact, developed specifically for
application over complex vehicle configurations such as the X-I 5.
It incorporates all the required characteristics of an ablator for use
in this type of application (see Table II-l), and design of the thermal
.
protection system was centered around its use. Material screening
was thereby limited to those material candidates for usage where
6O
the environmental extremes or functional requirements exceeded
the capabilities of the MA-25s material. These areas included the
aircraft leading edges where the heating rates and aerodynamic shear
forces would have caused excessive errosion and spallation of the
. .
MA-25s char layer. Areas of the aircraft subject to high bearing
loads which would cause permanent deformation or abrasion of the
relatively friable MA-25s ablator also required a substitute material.
o Leading Edge Materials-
The environmental conditions present at the aircraft leading edges
necessitated the use of molded, fiber reinforced elastomeric silicone
materials
materials
or flexible bonded reinforced phenolic ablators. Four
and two fabrication variations were evaluated for use as
leading edges by exposure to representative environments in the
i plasma arc. Specimens were fabricated from low density silica
phenolic, ESA 3560-IIA, ESA 3560-IIB, and a mixed fiber elastomeric
silicone material. In addition, ESA 3560-IIA models were made
incorporating a silica fabric overlay and a fabric underlay. Test
exposures were selected to approximate the peak and average heating
conditions to be eXperienced on the aircraft. Based on the thermal
performance exhibited during these tests, ESA 3560-IIA was selected
for leading edge usage.
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3. Hard Point Mate rials"
A few areas on the aircraft must sustain relatively high bearing
loads. These include the bearing pad at the forward jack point,
and the areas under the drop tank inboard sway braces. Inability of
the MA-25s material to withstand such loading without experiencing
permanent set or damage necessitated use of a substitute material.
The suitability of four materials was checked both mechanically and
thermally.. All the candidate materials (RTV 560, RTV 758, DC 93-
027 (Modified), and DC 93-046)Were capable of withstanding the
compressive load.without damage or significant permanent deforma-
tion. Thermal exposure in the plasma arc, however, clearly showed
the superiority of the DC 93-027 (Modified) material.
4. Repair Material-
From the outset, the need for a quick and reliable repair method
for the ablator application was apparent. The primary MA-25s
ablator material, without the solvents required to lower its viscosity
to sprayable limits, satisfies the requirements for a repair material,
and no additional material screening was conducted. Plasma arc
testing was used to verify that material thermal performance was not
adversely affected by application mode.
5. Wear Layer"
The degree of LOX impact sensitivity exhibited by the primary
ablator materials coupled with their relatively friable nature made
protection by an external wear layer advisable. Commercially
62
available materials were reviewed, and DC 90-090 material selected
for use. This material is LOX compatible, and provides a tenacious,
tear resistant film over the ablator application.
ablator,
.
it is spray applied.
B. Material Design Data
Like the primary
A thorough understanding of the behavioral characteristics of the
materials used in the design of the ablation system is paramount to the
validity of the system design. A diverse series of tests were conducted to
obtain the pertinent physical and mechanical properties of the materials
chosen for use in the ablation system. To verify the accuracy of the
established material properties, a series of thermal test exposures provided
data to correlate predicted and observed material performance.
I. TestType s and Methods"
Tensile property tests were conducted in the Mechanical
Properties Laboratory of the Martin Company, on the three ablator
materials used in the thermal protection system. Testing was
performed in a 5000 lb. Baldwin Lima Hamilton Universal Test
Machine with specimen deformation measured by an optically
monitored slide rule extensiometer. Specimens were of the conven-
tional "dog bone" configuration, and tests were conducted at
temperatures ranging from -I00 _ F to +500 _ F. A liquid nitrogen
controlled low temperature environmental chamber was utilized
during the low temperature tests, while an Amineo High Temperature
Test Oven was used for the elevated temperature testing.
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Tests to determine the physical properties of the ablator
materials were conducted in the Thermal Properties Laboratory of
the Martin Company. Because of the extremely limited use of the
hard point material DC 93-027 in the ablation system design, it
was excluded from this test series for economic reasons. However,
the thermal performance characteristics of this material were
verified during the plasma arc tests.
A Guarded Hot Plate Thermal Conductivity Apparatus was used
to determine material thermal conductivity over a temperature range
from -300 ° F to +I000 _ F. Tests were conducted in accordance with
ASTM C 177-63, and employed 9-inch diameter by I/2-inch thick
discs of material. The inability to obtain sufficient char for fabrica-
tion of specimens precluded obtaining values for the charred MA-25s
material. The data used in the system design was estimated, based
on other similar resin system characteristics.
Ablator specific heat values were determined in an Adiabatic
Drop C alorimeter Apparatus in accordance with ASTM C 351-6 i, and
utilized specimens 3/4"inch in diameter and 3-inches long. The
range of temperatures for these tests also extended from -300 ° F to
+I 000 ° F.
A Quartz Dilatometer was employed to determine material
linear thermal expansion using specimens 1/2 inch square and
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3 I/2-inches long. Testing was conducted in accordance with ASTM
D696-44 for the range of temperatures from-300 ° F to +800° F.
The total normal emittance for both the virgin and char states of
the ablator materials was obtained in a Gier Dunkle Reflectometer
.
for the -300 ° F to +I000°'F temperature range. Specimens consisted
of 1-inch diameter by 1/16-inch thick wafers of test material bonded
to copper discs with conductive silver epoxy paste.
Also included were Thermogravimetric Analysis and Differential
Thermal Analysis to determine the %hermochemical properties of the
ablator materials. TGA data was determined in the Aminco
Thermograph on 100-200 mg samples of the base material. An
Argon atmosphere was used to eliminate oxidation during the tests.
DTA was conducted in a DuPont 900 Differential Thermal Analyzer,
on 25-50 mg quantities of the base material. A helium atmosphere
was utilized during this analysis.
Heat shield material compatibility testing consisted of liquid
and/or vapor immersion exposures of the ablators to the various
system fluids of the X-15-2. These included" water, anhydrous
ammonia, hydrogen peroxide liquid and steam, liquid and gaseous
oxygen, liquid and gaseous nitrogen, non-petroleum base oronite
hydraulic fluid, MIL-H-56 06 _hydraulic fluid, and gaseous helium.
..
For these exposures, 2 x 2 inch specimens of ablator material
applied to an Inconel X substrate were immersed in the test fluids for




conditions. Changes in specimen weight and hardness are
determined following exposure, and visual changes noted. The
above testing was conducted in the Chemical Laboratories of the
Martin Company Baltimore and Denver divisions, and their results
are presented in Table III-l.
The last performance testing, of consequence in influencing the
ablation system design, was determining the impact sensitivity of
various ablators when immersed in LOX. An initial test series,
conducted at Martin Denver in accordance with MSFC Spec-106A,
disclosed that the materials were, to varying degrees, impact
sensitive. Further testing was performed to determine the threshold
energy level for detonation, and to evaluate the effectiveness of
various LOX compatible materials applied over the ablator surface.
Concurrently, a series of tests were conducted "in house" to learn
more about the nature and extent of the detonations. These tests
2
resulted in establishing a threshold energy level of 8.5 ft. Ibs/in
for detonation of the unprotected MA-25s material. Two LOX
compatible materials were found for use as a protective layer over
the MA-25s, but only the selected DC 90-090 exhibited the abrasion
resistance necessary in this application.
It is interesting to note that when samples of teflon, the material
most often used as valve seats for LOX system components, were
impact tested they suffered physical damage (i. e., samples cracked
or split) at levels above the 8.5 ft ib/in 2 threshold for MA-25s
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detonation. No chemical reaction (detonation)was observed, for
teflon is a known compatible material, but the damage observed
would imply that normal LOX component design would limit impact
energies sufficiently to preclude detonation of ablator contamination,
were it present in the system.
The "in-house" impact tests were performed on ablator-
substrate specimens sufficiently large to determine the extent and
propagation tendencies of the impact initiated reactions. These tests
showed the reaction to be localized to the immediate area of impact.
No tendencies for the reaction to propagate away from the point of
original detonation were exhibited in any of the test impacts. The
few specimens which ignited due to residual LOX over their surface,
tended to be self-extinguishing once the LOX was dissipated. See Fig III-i& 2.
2. Data C orrelation:
Two sources were available to provide data for validation of the
ablator material properties gleaned from the aforementioned tests-
(I) plasma arc model tests, (2) flight testing of representative
ablator installations. Unfortunately, abortive flights of the X-15
coupled with loss of airborne instrumentation completely negated
analytically usable results from the flight test program. The flight
test applications did show, visually, ablator performance as
expected with no extraordinary behavioral characteristics.
Analytical verification of the material properties was accom-
plished solely through correlation of plasma arc model performance
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with theoretically predicted response. Test models incorporated
(
an ablator layer over a thermally isolated inconel disc and the rmo- .
couples were provided to monitor both ablator surface and inconel
disc temperature responses. Transient calorimeter assemblies
were used to obtain the actual model convective heat input at the
various test conditions. During testing, some of the model surface
thermocouples raised off the surface thereby giving erroneous results.
The theoretical performance predictions of model inconel disc
temperature responses were, therefore, based on either a convective
heat input or a surface temperature describer depending upon the "
integrity of the particular model surface thermocoupl e at test
/ completion.
In general, data correlation was good, with predicted and
observed peak temperatures closely matching. Because of this, no
adjustment was made to any of the material properties to obtain a
better curve "fit." Typical examples of the test models and their
resultant correlation curves are shown in Figures III-3 thru III-5.
o Summary of Material Properties"
This report section presents the ablator material properties
as applicable to the design of the X-15-2 thermal protection system.
It should be noted that the properties determined for the hard point
i:¸-i
material were limited to those of direct interest for its design usage.
Constant valued properties are listed tabularly below the basic
material heading, while temperature dependent properties are
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presented graphically in the Figures III-6 thru III-31.
where-
Primary Ablator MA 72 5s
Virgin density
Char density
= 28 lb/ft 3
= 9.8 lb/ft 3
Heat of pyrolysis = 75 Btu/ib





= reaction order = 0
-24000
04 ---= reaction constant = 1.73 x 1 e T
= weight fraction = P-Pc
Pp-Pc
= time in seconds
= temperature in ° R
= char density
= virgin plastic density





























• 3 ib / in
Emissivity* .895 at 1060 ° R, . 925 at 2460 ° R
*Values for NASA oxidized surface.
DC 90_-0 90 Wear _-_L_Yer-_Data
Daissivity .75 @ 70°F
.798 @ 500 °F




C. System Design Procedure
The basic methods used to establish the design requirements of the
ablative thermal protection system are defined in this report section.
general procedure consists of generating a set of design curves which
_ .
relate total heat input to ablator and substrate thicknesses for a given
.The
substrate design temperature limit. In conjunction with the design curves,
the total heating distribution and substrate thickness variations are deter-
mined for the body to be protected. The heating distribution can be
obtained analytically, experimentally or from actual operating history.
In the case of the X-15-2 vehicle, theoretical heat loads were provided by
NASA for a number of discrete points over the aircraft surface. The
locations and heat flux profiles for these points have been defined earlier
in the text and figures of section II-2 of this report.
I. Design Curve Evolution"
The design curves used to size the ablator layer over the
aircraft are obtained from a cross plot of the curve family relating
substrate temperature to ablator thickness for different heat inputs.
A representative set of thesecurves are shown in Fig. III-32.
data for these curves was obtained by analytically subjecting a
thermal model, consisting of an ablator layer over an inconel
The
substrate, to the convective heating environment associated with the
Mach 7.4 design mission. Model thermal performance was computed
using the Martin Company T-Cap IIIAblation Analysis Program with
the assumptions that the model back face was adiabatic, and that
ReVo I
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both the ablator and inconel layers were initially at a specified soak
temperature. An initial temperature of -20 _F was used for analysis
combinations except those associated with the LOX tank area of the
aircraft. For this area, an initial temperature of -250 _ F was used.
These temperatures were selected to be representative of the
temperatures experienced at the X-15 launch altitude and by the
aircraft skin adjacent to the LOX tank, respectively. A number of
analyses were made for fixed total heat inputs and substrate thick-
ness, but various ablator layer thicknesses. Resulting maximum
substrate temperatures were plotted for each heating total and
substrate thickness. This process was repeated until sufficient data
was available to establish the design curves over the range of
interest.
A cross plot of this initial curve family at the desired design
limit temperature yields a set of curves which specify the ablator
thickness required to maintain the various substrate thicknesses at
the design limit temperature. In the design of the thermal
protection system for the X-15A-2 aircraft, a limit temperature of
600 _ F was selected for the skin beneath the sprayable ablator, and
500 _ F was utilized in areas of the bonded on leading edge sections.
It should be noted that these design curves are not directly
dependent upon either thevehicle to be protected or the design
_: _
mission. These variables serve only to establish the range of values
over which the design curves must be defined. The controlling
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factors in their development are the ablator material properties and
the limit temperature selected for the substrate. The evolved curves
used for sizing the ablative layer for the X-15 are shown in Figs.
III- 3 3 and III- 3 4.
2. Leading Edge Section Design:
Stagnation point heating data was provided for all the leading
edge areas of the aircraft (reference Table II-3). In designing the
molded ablator sections to be used in these locations, the increase in
nose radius due to the ablator thickness was taken into consideration
by reducing the total heat pulse by the following relationship-
/R S
where"
qA is the heating rate experienced by the ablator leading edge
in Btu /ft2 -see.
qs is the heating rate (as supplied) on the aircraft skin in
Btu/ft2-see.
R A is the nose radius of the molded ablator part.
R S is the nose radius of the aircraft skin.
The inverse dependence of stagnation heating rate to the square
root of the nose radius is well known, and the zero surface recession
of the molded ablator leading edge parts allows use of this reduction
of heat environment in the design. The reduced stagnation heating





The table includes the ratioed heating totals for both the M ach 8
and the new Maeh 7.4 design missions. Current leading edge designs
are based on the Maeh 8 heat inputs since the tooling was completed early
in the program to support the flight test experiments of the developmental
phase. The detail parts are, therefore, oversize for the new design
trajectory, and their use will result in a considerable substrate
temperature gradient in the adjacent areas. The ablator systemdesign
philosophy was to maintain maximum skin temperatures of 1060 ° R and
960 _ R under the sprayed ablator and molded details, respectively.
A spot cheek of the wing leading edge (Figure III-35) indicates that a
maximum temperature of 750 ° R will be experienced using the current
detail for a Maeh 7.4 mission. Similar results can be expected else-
where, and the temperature gradient effects must be considered along
with the potential weight savings when deciding if tooling modifications
are justifiable.
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The heating distribution around the leading edges from the
stagnation point were supplied, in most cases, by NASA, and were
based on the laminar heating distribution around a cylinder as
determined by Lester Lee. Heating distributionsaround the canopy
-and vane antenna leading edges were not supplied, and were generated
by Martin using a Newtonian pressure distribution and a family of
curves similar to Lee's, but relating the laminar theory from Kemp,
Rose and Detra. Figures III-36 thru III-40 show the heating distri
butions used in designing ablator leading edge parts for the wing,
horizontal stabilizer, verticle tail, canopy, and antenna, respectively.
These distributions are valid only to the tangency point of the
leading edge radii, and other similarity laws apply past this point.
Distributions are given as a function of angle from stagnation (@)
where the leading edge radius is constant. A dimensionless surface
length ratio (S/R) is utilized where the nose radius varies along the
control surface.
3. Primary Ablator Layer Design_
The availability of calculated heating data at various points over
the vehicle provided a direct method of determining the heat flux
distributions for the aircraft. This eliminated the necessity of
utilizing various similarity laws and idealized distributions to
establish the heating variations over the X-15, and thereby limited
±he uncertainty of results to that associated with the supplied
heating calculations.
( .,,.;
In conjunction with the heating distributions, knowledge of the thermal
mass available over the aircraft (i.e. , skin, doublers, frames, stringers,
gussets, etc.) is required to select ablator thicknesses from the design
curves. For sake of expediency and conservatism of ablation system design,
only the local skin gage was used in determining the available thermal mass.
Determination of primary ablator thickness requirements over the
vehicle consists of matching the total heat input with the available thermal
mass at various points on the aircraft. The design curves of Fig. III-34
are then used to find the ablator requirements for that particular combina-
tion of heating and skin gage. This procedure must be repeated a sufficient
number of times to completely define the ablator layer over the aircraft.
Figures III-41 thru III-53 show the data point, ablator grid network,
total heat input, and skin gage distributions for the various portions of the
aircraft. It should be noted that the fuselage heating distributions over
the side fairings, shown in Fig. III-42, is assumed to be the average of
the upper and lower centerline heating values for the same fuselage station.
The heating distribution over the modified ventral fin (Fig. III-53)
is assumed to be the same as for the full ventral, for equal distances
along the ramp sides from stagnation. The reduced chord dimension, how-
ever, results in a fore-shortening of the heating vs L/C curve from that
shown in Fig. III- 5 I.
Heating data was not provided for the dummy ramjet, since NASA
supplied the ablator requirements directly.
4. Aircraft Preparation"
/ :
Certain features of the X-15A-2 aircraft are not directly amenable
to the application and performance of the ablative thermal protection
system. The foll0wing list defines those tasks which should be accomplished




B. C. S. Nozzles
Canopy Window
Required_.Gov ernment .A.cti0n
Provide new machined ring with an aft
facing step to allow a smooth butt joint
with the ablator layer.
Nozzle apera_ures to be plugged. Plugs
must be removable in locations of righting
sling attachmenT.
Protect left side window from deposition
of ablation products by means of a
mechanical shutter.
Static Pressure Taps Plug holes if deemed necessary to




Remove window and replace with blank
panel.
Flap to Fuselage Seal Remove metallic wiper seal between
flap and fuselage.
Wing to Fuselage Gap Tack weld a fillet of inconel foil over
gap between wing and fuselage forward
of front spar.
Ho riz 0ntal Stabilize r
Alignment Gage
Provide spacers and longer attachment
bolts to eliminate interference between
gage and ablator leading edge.
In addition to the above, the following propulsion propellant
system modifications would enhance the confidence level of the
overall contamination controlprogram. Although adequate system
protection is provided by the ablation system design and the protec-
tion procedures established, these recommended modifications





a. LOX fill - incorporate a filter element in the fillline
between connector Iii and check valve II3A.
b. Li)X vent helium supply - add filter in helium line where it
enters 102 vent valve.
c. LOX drop tank vent helium supply - add filter in helium line
where it enters 120 vent valve.
d. LOX jettison line - add filter in jettison line to protect it.
e. LOX drop tank vent disconnect - install flapper valve in
connector 122 of drop tank vent line.
fo B-52 pylon LOX top off overflow - investigate addition of
temporary trough or splash shield under attachment to
protect ablator coated X-15 surface from LOX spillage
during ground servicing.
g. B-52 pylon LOX vent line - investigate addition of a
temporary line over this pipe to direct LOX flow to the
ground during servicing operations.
TABLE Ill-1
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The thermal protection system for the X-15A-2 aircraft is a
compOsite of ablator material types and Specialized design treatments.
The primary system constituents are the premolded leading edge segments
and the spray applied:ablative layer, The overall system, however,
.
incorporates a number of design treatments to accommodate the aircraft
configuration, its system interfaces, and operational:procedures.
designed to impose no direct restrictions on aircraft functions or
It is
performance, and also attempts to avoid significant complication of the
0rdinary aircraft maintenance and servicing operations.
A. '_ Design Approach@s
A number of _he: aircraft's external features required special
considerati0nduring the design phase of the protection system, The
evolved heat shield design ac.commodates, as much.as prac.tical, these
requirements, and the pertinent featu'res.of the design are presented in
Tables IV-I thru IV-4. This tabulation .of design approaches is grouped
by design similarities, and references the illustrations Which pictorially
define the various ablator treatments, In addition, the salient aircraft
features which necessitated these distinctive ablator designs are shown




The ablator material application over the X-15-2 aircraft consists
primarily of molded leading edge segments and a sprayed layer of MA-25s
material. In addition, special ablator treatments are employed at certain
areas of the vehicle, and a number of informative markings are required on
the protected aircraft exterior. The definition and descrip%ion of these
features, whose combination makes up the thermal protectionsystem, is
given in the following sections and figures of this report.
I. Premolded Details"
___ _, J , ,, , ,,
Details of ESA 3560-IIA material are bonded over the leading
edges of the aircraft using DC 93-027 adhesive. The configuration of
these parts is shown in Figs. IV-30 thru IV-33 for the horizontal
stabilizer, wing, vertical stabilizer, antenna, and canopy, respec-
tively. The arrangement and/or location of these details on the
aircraft are shown in the same figures which define the sprayed ablator
layer for the various vehicle.areas.
2, Sprayed Ablator Layer:
Most of the surface area of the aircraft iscovered with a
sprayed layer of MA-25s ablator material, with thickness varied to
match environmental requirements. In order to adequately define
this MA-25s ablator application and permit sufficient thickness
variation to match environmental conditions without undue conservatism,
a grid network was established for each section of the vehicle.




desirable, the resultant large number of nodes would severely
complicate matching the actual ablator to the. specified one at. time of
application. JUdgement was used, therefore, to select a grid: Which
adequately defined the ablative layer without generating an unreason-
•
ablenumberof points to be controlled during, and inspected-
subsequent ito, ablator application. •
..
The attempted definition of the ablative continuum for the X-15-2
aircraft by a discrete network of points led to a number of discon ......
tinuities being encountered. These occurred primarily where skin
gages or heat load changed radically between adjacent grid points
(i. e., across front spar of.wing, fuselage, to tail cone,, etc.. ).. The.
nature Of a2bla_or _app-lieation methods and the need.for maintaining_
-.
aerodynamic smoothness, precluded the incorporation of these
abrupt thicknesschanges in the ablator system. Whenever these
occurred, the ablator thickness was faired, either up or down,, to
provide a smooth transition between surrounding grid points,
Figures IV-34 thru IV-40 define the grid network and the
ablator thicknesses required over the various areas of the vehicle.
Included in each figure are the callouts and location of the molded
leading edge members used in conjunction with the sprayed ablator.
The ablator thickness over the vane antennas and the main
landing skid are not defined in these figures. The antenna applica-
tion consists of a sprayed-up sheath of the MA,25s material. It is
.25-inches thick, and is bonded over the antennawith DC 93-027 at
the time of its leading edge installation. The main landing skids will
be given an ablator layer commensurate with the adjacent fuselage
areas. Ablator requirements for the ramjet were specified by NASA
.3, Hard Points and Miscellany.
Inserts of the hard point material are limited to the bearing pads
under the external tank sway braces, and at the forward jacking
point. Size and actual locations for these inserts have been specified
.."
earlier in Figs, IV'10 and IV-28,
_ .
Certain of the access doors of the X-15-2 aircraft can normally
be expected to be removed subsequent to the application of ab.lator to
the vehicle, The ablation system provides for their removal and
replacement by utilizing bonded strips of densified ablator bonded
along the edges of these panels. The stripshave individual 3/8-inch
diameter Cutouts for fastener access. Buttons of ablator are bonded into
the cutouts after final panel installation. The extent of aircraft doors
receiving this design treatment is delineated on Fig. IV-25, and
the actual edge treatments in Fig. IV:-17.
4. Ablator Wear Layer:
A white coating, DC 90-090, is applied over the exterior of the
ablator protected aircraft. The coating is LOX compatible, and
forms a tenacious, tear resistant layer approximately .003 inches
thick, It is used as a .wear layer to prevent inadvertent abrasion of the




The X 15-2 aircraft contains an abundance of decorative and
informatiire markings over its exterior. Although concealment of
some.of-..these markings by the ablator,application poses no. problem,
those associated with aircraft or crew .safety or operation must be
transferred to the aircraft ablator surface..The extent of aircraft
markings required on the ablator exterior is shown in Fig. IV-41.
Markingswill be applied to the wear.-layer Using standard. high
...
temperatur_ lacquer. Size, color, and location of lettering will
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Spray MA25s up to
backward facing






Bond inserts of MA-
25s- 1 over, and
ai'ound small pop-up
cover. Normal spray































































































Sys, not to be
utilized for
these flights.
Top L/H Access to plug
fuse. aft of inmale connect.
c oc kpit from B- 52
: ..
.:
.,. ,,... .| ,
Disposition
Hard point insert in
pad area With hole left
for jack stand bolt.
PlUg hole after mating,
Drain to be left open.
Spray over plugged
drain & remove plug,
Receptacle to be left
uncovered. Normal
spray coat to edges.
Connector portion
to be left uncovered.
Normal MA25s coating
to within i/4 inch of
edges.
Connector & recept.
to be left uncovered.
Normal spray %o
within 1/4 in, of edges.
Spray over holes.




Recept. to be left un-
covered. Normal
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move plugs. 1 inch
diameter MA25s




ablator spray to edges.
Normal spray to edges
of sliding seal plate.
Seal plate to be left
uncoated.
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Along conduit Remain open to








































Coy e r during ablator
application. Normal
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4. Flap to fuselage
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GAPS & FAY_LNG SURFACES
Descripti0n
.... . -.
Gap be.tween wing &











Open gap at outboard




L'E. rnatl will extend
to fuselage. Normal :
spray over inconel
foil fillet.
Gap to be plugged With
sealing tape. Sprayed
ablator stops back from
edge of joint.
Irls.¢ali n0rrnal spray
coat .to fuselage ar0und
sideS& front of canopy
while" it. isin the ..fwd -..
locked position. Aft end
• of canopy to,be left .un-
protected.
Metallic seal to be
removed hy NASA. Gap
will be reduced by
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TABLE IV-2 (CONT.)
Desc ription
Open gap 3/8" wide
between stabilizer &
fuselage














Bond inserts of MA-25s-







3 [16" past edge of
S_abilizer skin, Apply
abiato_ to inboard closing
rib of ''• stabilizer fwd of
t0mue
Thermal protection of
surfaces within the gap is
difficult. Spray Coating on
sides will serve to reduce
gap between the fixed and
movable sections..No
attempt will be made to
apply ablator to the faying
surfaces.
No rmal protection ore r
face of brake. Protection
at fwd end tapered to clear
hinge. Sprayspeed brake
&other exposed Surface.
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9, External tank seal
.... ,
I0. B-52 pylon seal
Static
Static













Only requirement is that
seal has. enoughdeflec ....
tion to accommodate
ablator thickness. This-
• -has been checked With "
tanks installed. _
,.
Only requirement is that
seal has enough deflec-
_tion to accommodate --
ablator thicknesS. :This
.....has b.een _checked with
• ,
aircraft mated. _.:-, , -
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MA,2 5s'l insert •
bonded ove_ door and
az_tmd opening-,
Local cutouts for GSE
attachnmnt to .be plugged
befome flight,.
Round plug latch must Bond hard point









over door & cut
around edges.
• _ Bond hardp0int:
quick release fastener marl strip to lever
in lower end, Must be to mark. Spray up
immed, accessible to Strip but leave








































I0. Service Doors: F-I thru F-4,
F-9 %hru F-12, F-i5, F-16,
F-19,F'20, F-21,F-23,F-24,
F -2 7, F-29, F-34, F-3 7,F -38,
F-40,F-45, F-53 %hru F-56,




F-201 thru F-204, F-35,






When Closed Access Require.
G age removed G age held in place
after control by 3 boIts on each
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Doo_ :periphery bare -IV -17 ."
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Hard Point & Shock Areas
Location Requirements
R/H bottom Access to index
fwd fuselage pin, Bearing
strength 650 psi













































Hard point material in IV-I.O
bearing pad area with
hole fo_ jack stand pin.
Opening to be plugged after
mating.
Inserts of hard point IV-28
marl in areas of
bearing pads.
Normal ablator spray to
edges of dooM, DOOr end





























ShaCkle must be •
accessible for
manual opening










to ::Within 1 inch of
.shackle, Shackle and
Sur%_un_" ar_..a.left
bare to pe_t - attach-
ment of pylon support.
Fig.
Ref.





































































































1-1/2 inches of edge.
Normal spray coating
to within I inch of






within 1 inch of edges
of door. Door left
uncoated
Normal spray coating
to edges of door and
over door exterior. :
Door hinges left
uncoated.
End of tube bagged
duringspray. Tubular























































































HOT AIR DISCONNECT L & R(IV-12) --
STABLE PLATFORM ELECTRICAL DISCONNECT (IV-12)_
ELECTRICAL POWER DISCONNECT0V,12)_
LOX V E NT VA LVE (IV- -II) ....
FWD B-52. PYLON ATTACH. PT. (.IV-I.I.)--.
BREATHING. 0 2 DISCONNECT (IV-I2.)
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APU EXHAUST L_R (.IV-13h---,--.:
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EDGE OF BALL NOSE R NG
ABLATOR REQUIREMENTS













DATA X THICKNESS AT DATA POINT
PLANE DIM. I Z " 3 4 5
i lli 20 I IA I FT. • 160 ..125' ,I ,135 ,150
......
B " 3 FT. .195 .140 .120 .135 i'150
C 5 FT 175 160 i45 145 150
D 7 FT. ,205 .J'SO_ .170 '.160 .ISO
,.
E 9 FI. •.230 .195 .165 .I55 .140
F ,, F_ .z,o ,,_ .!ss J4s J3o
(3 13. FT. .185 .165. .150 .135 .120
H IS FT. ,IGS .iSS' '.140- '1'25 .ilo
I . 17FT. .1.45.I ,140.....135 '.II0 .090--
, , . , _
d 19 FT. '125 ".125- ...130 .I._, .070
K 2_ FT.-_ JOO "alO ..,25 .O_JO-_4)_.-
L 2'3 FT, _0...80.' .100 " ,120 ' ,O75 ,O_ -
M .25_..oeo: ,,do ._a) .o75 .o3o
N 2.7 FT. '080 ".100 " .120 ,075 .030_"
0 2SFT. !!5 ....'.l l S" -.12o ,O=jo .o6o
P 31 F_ .,I15 ..'Ii_. " .120 .'0_ .De)
o 33FT. .,,S .,,_ ._20 .0S0 .De.O__
R ,.35FI. .I15 .Ii5 ,IE) ._ .DE)
, . . , .,, _
S 37 FT. II¢a .1|5 .120 .090. ._
i
T 39 FT. .115 .I I;5 .133 .090. ,065
,,. , ._
U 41 FT. .I15 .I1:5 _ ,IZO .090 .0(;5
V ._ .43 FT..Z_ .2_. ...._ " .095 .075
w 45 FT. .220 .aO ...._ ,oo .oss
_ X 47 FT. .22.0 -Zl!O * .IO0 .O__5
Y' 49FT..220 .Zl0 ,_" "'.1_00 .Oe5.-
' ,_




.6. FWO i_AMP .zoo
7 DOOR, RAMP : 200_-
_ 8 DOOR FLAT ..... 125-
9 DOOR FLAT. ,,, .125-
IO F'WD RAMP .. ..200 -
II DOOR RAMP 200
12 DOORI FLAt". ,125
13 DOOR FLAT 125
•
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NOTE: * ABLATOR THICKNESS WILL BE FAIRED
TO MATCH THE MOLDED LEADING EDGE
DETAIL INTHIS AREA.
•" ABLATOR IN THIS AREA WILL ADDED
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PRECAUTIONS & SP,ECIA.. L HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
The ablator materials which comprise the thermal protection system
for the X-15A-2 are, by nature, soft and friable and easily Subject to
damage. The white wear layer applied over the exterior of the ablator
Surface provides some degree of proteation from inadvertent abrasion,
but special precautions must be exercised by personnel servicing or
working on the ablator protected aircraft. This section.defines the .-
..
minimum precautionary measures necessary to proteet..the ablator inStalla-
..
tion. No list of requirements; however, can supplant the value of properly
..
indoctrinating the persons to be associated with the .aircraft, to acquaint"
them with the ablator materials and their characteristics. Observation of
normal good workhabits and responsible performance by Cognizant
personnel are prerequisite to ablation system protection.
Maintenance and Servicing
All possible functional checks and system maintenance should be
performed prior to the applicaiion of ablator on the aircraft. Work on
the ablator coated aircraft should be iimited to the normal preflight .
maintenanceand servicing functions, and whatever malfunction and/or
repalr operations that become necessary.
Within this philosophy, ablator treatment around service panels
varies depending upon the anticipatedaccess requirements. Access has
been provided for the peripheral attachment bolts of panels which can
normally be expected to be removed subsequent to ablator application.





These panels have strips of a densified ablator around their periphery.
..
These strips provide a measure of protection against handling damage
-
to.the ablator edges, and alsocontain lOcal cutouts .to provide access to
the fastener heads.
These cutouts are normally plugged with ablator buttons, and the
. .
button must be-removed and discarded to expose the .fastener.
.-
Attachments for aircraft Panels other than abo.ve are completely
..
covered by the sprayed ablator layer. Should removal-of any of these.
..
panels become necessary, Martinpersonnel should be contacted to locally
remove the ablator layer from around the panel periphery. Repair of the
•
ablator layer subsequent to panel replacement is required.
..
. Some method:for protected storage of all removed panels is required
for both the hanger and servicing areas, and some measure of caution is
required duringremoval, storage and replacement of the panels to main-
rain the integrity of the ablative layer.
..
System servicing also requires extra care to minimize spillage and
. . .
avoid damaging the ablator with. the system supply connectors or lines.
Compatibility of the ablator material with. the various aircraft systems
fluids is shown in Table III 1, but exceptional amounts of spillage or local
-.
saturation of the ablator .should be reviewed by Martin personnelto
determine the condition of the ablator layer.
.
•
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During normal aircraft operations, a number of occasions arisewhen
persons must work while standing on an ablator-coated surface. Naturally,
. .
these situations should be kept to a minimum, but shoe protection inthe
form of plastic covers shall be used whenever the ablator surface must be '
walked upon. No toolboxes should be set on ablator surfaces, and care




During positioning or relocating the aircraft (e. g., mating with the
B-52) personnel should avoid pushing directly upon the coated edges of the
aircraft control Surfaces, Hand pressure should be exerted on the fiat
• ,
portions Of the vehicle, and not at the edges where the ablator layer is
unsupported.
C._ . Damage Reporting
If damage, of any degree, occUrs to any portion of the ablator surface,
it must be reported so that repair can be made. All questionable areas
• ..





VI. THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM WEIGHT
While the ablat0r application is necessary to protect the aircraft
from the excessive aerodynamic heating of the high .speed missions, it
also -- by its presence -- contributes to the overall flight vehicle weight.
A knowledge of the ablator weight and its distribution over the vehicle is
• .
required to determine the effects on aircraft balance and center of
-
gravity. From these, estimates can be made of the handling and
performance characteristics of .an ablator protected: aircraft, and-control •
surface trim requirements can be predicted.
. .
-.
The calculated ablator weight breakdown and distribution for the
Mach 7.4 thermal protection system are defined in the remainder Of this
re port section.
_. , OverallSystem Weigh t
Because of the inverse relationship between vehicle grossweight
and mission performance, a target weight of 400 ib was established for
the ablator system atprogram initiation. The actual system weight and
its breakdown to major vehicle areas is shown in Table VI-I. It should
be noted that the need for a wear layer over the ablator system was not
anticipated at the time the target weight was established. There are, by
necessity, many conservatisms in the ablator system as reported herein.
These can best be eliminated by the correlation of instrumented flight







B. Specific Weigh.t Distribution
To calculate the ablator SystemWeight, the aircraft was sub-divided
intothe same major sections used originallyto establish the ablator
layer thicknesses (i. e., fuselage, wing, horizontal stabilizer, upper and
• .. .
lower vertical Stabilizer). The same grid networks, used over these areas
•
to.define the ablator, were utilized. to determine the. weight distribution
:over the various surfaces. For all areas, :except the fuselage, the
, .
existing .grid networks had tO be expanded:-tO avoid acCumulating 'errors
. .
in the system weight, The resultant grid networks used in the weight
calculations for the wing, horizOntal Stabilizer, upper and lower vertical
stabilizers are :shown in Figures VI-I thru VI-4, respectively. .The.
ablator layer weight calculations for the various areas of,the aircraft
associated with these networks are shown in Tables VI-2 thru VI-5.
The abtator weight breakdown for the modified ventral fin and the
dummy ramjet installation are shOwn in Figure VI-5 and Table VI-7.
°199
TABLE VI- 1
ABLATION SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY
MACH 7.4 DESIGN












































T oral System Weight
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Weight per Fuselage Side 1112.67 ..lb
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Three primary categories of support were utilized throughout the
program to provide the data necessary for continued evolution of the
thermal pro_ection system for the X-15-2 aircraft. These were" (a) The
test facilities and laboratories of the Martin Company, (b) Test flights of
the X-15-2 aircraft, and (c) The computer facilities and analytical programsl
for support of the above.
This report section contains a brief description of these areas as
applicable to, and employed in the ablation system design.
/k. Test Facilities and Laboratories
•
During the design of the. ablation system, the capabilities and equip-
ment of numerous Martin Company facilities were utilized. No additional
..
...
equipment items or test facilities were required for the work performed
under this program.
1, Plastics and Ceramics Laboratory.
This laboratory is concerned primarily with the formulation and
development of non-metallic components for space vehicle and
missile applications. Specialized products have included, honey-
comb and bonded assemblies, heatshield ablators and reentry
materials, antenna window and radome Configurations, and thermo-
electric elements. Resins are used as impregnates for reinforced
materials of glass cloth, fibers, flakes, asbestos and alumina-
silica compounds. Filler materials areprepared to increase heat
215
_ i:_,_i,i_:__'_:; ':::::_,
resistance, decrease density or improve ablation characteristics.
.
Antenna window materials have been developed to exhibit the proper
electrical, physical, thermal and mechanical properties up to 4000 _ F.
. •
Ceramic materials have been developed, to- a) attach ceramic
materials to substrates, b) provide coatings.for high thermal
emittanee, eharaeteri.sties,, e) utilize lightweight ceramics and
..
ceramic foams and d) provide high temperature ceramic cements.
All ablator material formulation, test specimen and molded
detail part fabrication were performed in this laboratory.
The primary facilities available in the. Plastics and Ceramics
Laboratory include the f011owing items'.
: :
(a) Platen Press, C.A. Lawton Company.-- An electrically--
heated, hydraulic press of 150 tons capacity; platen size is
29" X 38"', temperature, range 70 to 50ff F°
(b) .Platen Press, Steam Heated -- A steam heater, hyd.raulie
press of 125 tons capacity; platen size 20" x 36"., temper-
. .°
ature rang e 70 to 35ff F.
(c) Platen Press, Laboratory Size (6-available) --Capacity 20
tons; platen size. 9" x 1.2".
(d) Autoclave, Devine -- Size approXimately 3' x 2' x :3";
temperature 400" F max. ; pressure 200 psi max. (Fig. VII-l).
(e) Oven, Amineo (4 available).--Size 18" x 18" x 18";




Oven, Aminco, Large -- Size 18" X 36"' x 27"-, temperature
... . .
400 _ F max.
Oven, Young ComPany --Size 30" x 36" x 17"; temperature
400 _ F max.
(h)
(i)
Oven, iIndustrial Ovens Inc. -- Size 24" x 24" x 24"-
temperature 400 _-F max.
..
• . .
.Oven, Gruenberg -- Size 18" x 18" x 24"; temperature




Hydro Finish Machine, Pangborn -- Abrasive blasting with
a water-suspended Slurry; used for cleaning and metal
preparation for bonding,
Extrusion Machine, J. R, Boaz Company - For the
extrusion of ceramic powders in simple shapes.
•. . .
-.
Kiln, Harper Corporation Size 12" x 8"' x 24"-, tempera-
%ure 2500 ° F max.
.. . : .
(m) Kiln, Leco -- Size 4 'i x 4"x 8"', temperature: 250ff F max.
(n) :Blender (dry), Patterson'Kelley -- Mixing of ceramic and
• .
plastic powders.
(o) Mixer, Sigma Blade, Baker-Perkins -- Mixing of wet
ablator materials.
Thermal Properties Laboratoryi
The laborat0ry facility described herein was establishedt0
provide supporting data on the thermal properties and environmental
simulation properties of materialsand components,
217
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ao Thermal Expansio n-
Thermal expansion can be measured with quartz tube diiato-
meters (Fig. VII-I) and an interferometer dilatometer (Fig. VII-2),
from cryogenic temperatures to 1800 _ F° The interferometer
dilatometer, usually.assoeiated .with tests ofrigid materialS, was
-.
used successfully to measure the expansion.of a silicone rubber
-. . .
tO 300° F. The interferometer measures dimensi0nalchanges as
small as 1.075 x. 10 - 5 inches (half the wave .length of the mercury
green band).
b@ C onductivity_: .
A modified alundum guarded hot plate (Fig. VII-3) is used to
• .
determine the thermal conductivities of materials from 1500° F to
-300 ° F. Ablators and foamed ceramics are a few of the materials
..
evaluated in this apparatus. In line with other modifications to
the guarded hot Plate, which were made to increase the accuracy
.of test results, a .new test technique has been adopted. Thenew
method involves the use of heat ....resistance differences developed
-. .
and used successfully in the Heat Transfer Laboratory of the-
National Bureau of Standards. Test results were duplicated on
outapparatus within 1% on a silicone fiberglass material sent to
the Bureau for thermal conductivity measurement comparison.
In the cut-bar .method (Fig. VII'4) of thermal conductivity
dense materials are tested by comparison with standards of
known thermal conductivity from 200 ° F up to 300ff F. /kt higher
218
temperatUres a difficult problem exists in such .materials as
• .
ceramics in differentiatingbetween energytr.ansmftted.by con-
duction and energy transmitted by radiation through the mate rial.
Specimens in this facility .can be tested in vacuum or. inert
atmosphere for k values from .001to .55 cal. cm.-lSeC.-1° C-1.
The precise measurements required to determine the differential
temperature gradient through the standardsand sample-are made
with the aid of.platinum rhodium thermocouples and a K-3
potentiometer to 0.1 degree C. The absolute temperature
measurement of the _est specimen is restricted to thermocoupie
limitations. A system of guard zones insures parallel isotherms
.. ..
in a Stack consisting of standards and test sample. The standards
act as metering bars which determine the heat flux to which the
test Sample is subjected. SuccesSful measurements of thermal
•conductivity have been made of strontium., titanate, barium
titanate and alumina by this method. The thermal conductivity
- .
of the sample is: determined by knowing the heat flux intensity
and the thermal gradient.
219
c." Conductance.
Heat conductance is measured in a facility (Fig. VII-5)
providing.-10ff F on the cold side and up. to 100_ F on the hot
side of a composite test panel. Heat flux rate i s :then expressed
without the thickness parameter. Heat transfer data of honey
. ..
. comb panels and sandwich type construetion.of wall .panels are
obtained in this facility. A standard block of Armco iron is used
fo determine the heat flux passing through the sample. The con-
ductance of the sample is then calculated from the known heat
flux intensity and the experimentally determined thermal
gradient.
d. Specific Heat-
.... Specific heat determinations at temperatures from -320 to
3000 ° F can-be made successfully by the drop method (Figs.
VII-7 and VII-8), in which-heat losses,, during .transfer of. the
sample to the calorimeter, are minimized. /k straight-through
tube from furnace to calorimeter isprovided, ending in a
receiver in the calorimeter. Radiation loss from the sample,
after the drop, is prevented by a specially-designed gate in the
top end of the receiver. .Specific heat and enthalpy of foamed
ceramics, metals, and char resulting from exposure tests of
ablators are applications for which this faci!ity is suitable.
e. Heats of Combustion:
• ,
Heats of combustion of ablators and char are measured in
an adiabatic bomb calorimeter (Fig. VII-9). Maximum accuracy
220
.
Of this facility is obtained by electronic control of the matching
Of the temperature of the adiabatic jacket to that of the calori-
meter. ReprOducibility Of consecutive tests can be achieved/with
a deviation less than 0.5%. The sample is placed in a special
alloy metal Container Or bomb and pressurized to 25 to 30
atmospheres with oxygen gas. The standard test procedure is
followed where the heat of combustion is measured by accurately
determining the temperature rise of a known quantity of Water
when the sample is burned. Of special interest iS the heat of
combustion _of char formed on ablative heat shield material
during aerodynamic heating. The apparatus can also be adapted
without major modifications to testing explosives, high energy
rocket fuels, and the chemical analysis of several elements in
miscellaneous compounds.
f. Spectra ! Absorptance ' and Emittance"
..
The Gier Dunkle facility (Fig. VII-10) measures reflectance
of specular Versus non-sPecular or diffuse coatings. An inte-
grating sphere and heated cavity are used which are convenient
devices for measuring the total reflectance of opaque coatings of
different degrees of curvature, Specularity, and diffusivity. In
this facility, a sample is exposed to a radiation source and
evaiuated from .25 to 25 micron wave length.
221
g. Total Normal Emittance"
Total normal emissivity is measured (Fig. VII-I I) on small
samples (7/16 inches diameter by . 03 +. 01 inches thick)
_ _
positioned on a heating stage. Emissivity is expressed as a ratio
of thermal radiation of the sample in the total spectrum, to the
..
value of thermal radiation of a Standard black body at the same
..
temperature.
ho Total Hemispherical Emittance"
The total hemispherical emittance apparatus (:Fig. VII-12)
consists of a liquid nitrogen coldwall vacuum chamber in which
the heated test sample is suspended. Vacuum is achieved with a
6-inch oil diff.usion NRC pump system fitted with a liquid nitrogen
cold trap to minimize diffusion pump oil back streaming. The
pressure is measured in the chamber by an ionization gage.
The interior surfaces of the cQld shroud are sand blasted and
coated with an optical black finish to achieve a maximum
absorption coefficient and minimum reflected radiation'
Temperatures of the wall and test sample are monitored with
thermocouples spot welded or mechanically attached on the
surfaces. The sample is suspended within the vacuumchamber




measured amount Of electrical power.
Instrumental Laboratories
a. The Mass Spectrometry and Gas Dynamics Laboratory:
This laboratory was established to S_dy the products and
mechanisms of ablation. Its principal features include a
capability for _high speed analysis of gaseous products and
..
equipment to study the production of volatiles by vaporization,
decomposition reactions, pyr01ysis, and ablation.
The prodUctS of pyroiysis are trapped on the column of a
gas chromatograph. The individual eiutrients are then analyzed
with a Bendix time-of-flight mass spectrometer which prOduces
i 0,000 individual analyses per second of both positiwe and
..
negative ions. Single and dual column Perkin Elmer gas
chromatographs are used.
A Knudsen Cell Supplies volatile components byheating
samples at temperatures to 2500 ° K. The stream of volatiles
from either the Knudsen Cell or the gas chromatograph is
directed to the source-chamber ofthe mass spectrometer..
Here it is ionized and bunchesof ions are aee.elerated along an
evacuated tube. .Since lighter ions are more easily accelerated,
they arrive first at the collector and the device essentially
..
W.eighs the products by measuring the time-of-flight from the :




Vapor pressures, rates of formation and degradation of
Species,, activation energies, and heats of vapo._'ization can be
determined.
The gas-chromatograph-mass spectrometer (Fig. VII-13)
approach is supplemented by experimental apparatus designed
to study the reaction of gas with the char produced by ablation
and the reaction of char with filler materials in the abiator.
The addition of ceramic filler to the ablative plastic will lead
to high temperature reactions between the char andfiller and
will alter the char surface on which reactions takeplace.
Thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal
analysis are also used to determine decomposition temperatures
as-well as to study the nature and rate of each reaction. (Figs..
.
VII-6 and VII-11).
An Aminco Thermo-Grav unit is capable of automatic
recording of thermograms to 1000 _ C for studies in vacuum or
controlled atmosphere. Two additional units have been constructed
-..
for high. and low speed thermogravimetric analysis. The high
speed TGA unit uses a C ahn eleetrodynamie balance and an are
image furnace capable of Producing temperatures above 2500 ° C.
Samples can be heated in vacuum at rates up to 300 _ C/sec. and




In addition to kinetic studies of ablation phenomena the gas
.- . - ..
• . . .
chromatograph-mass spectrometer combination has been used to
. .
determine, trace contaminants in _space chambers,
.
" . ....
4. Mechanical. properties LaboratP.,,r.;Nj. " - -.
" . :- . .
The laboratory facilities described below were establishedto
. . :. . . : . -..
provide supporting data on the mechanical properties of materials,
• .




The Static Properties Laboratory (Fig. VII-14) is arranged
with basic and specialized equipment to evaluate a wide range of
material at. simulated environments of temperature, pressure,
• .
•
and load. Testing parameters include" tension, Compression,
shear, flexure,, torsion, yield, u lIimate, proportional limit_
elongation, bearing,.Poisson's ratio, moduli, and hysteresis
• :
loops. Stress-strain diagrams .are the primary output Of this
• .. .
laboratory, and .are generally obtained under steady State
..
conditions, which can be as short as 5 seconds or as long as
one h0uror more. We are able to control loading rates to 20
• .
inches per minute, heating rates to 10ff F per second, and
• .
load cycling rates to 20 per minute.
The Static Properties Laboratory is equipped with the
following basic equipment and specialized accessories"
(i) SixUniversal testing machines with capacities from
5,000 _o 400,000 lbs.
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(2.) Chambers and furnaces in the temperature range from






Strain and deflection, sensing and recording devices with
sensitivities as fine as 0.000005 inches.
A 13 KW resistance heating power supply.
..
An oPt r0n electro-optical s:train measuring facility.
A cold wall, vacuum, tension-compression furnace for
use up to 4000° F.
o Plasma Arc Facility-
This facility, located at Martin Baltimore, is equipped to
conduct simulated aerodynamic heating tests. It includes two
separate test chambers (Facility A & B) with two sets of control
systems, power systems: and vacuum systems interchangeable between
them,
In this program, Facility B with the: F-5000 arc generator and
associated equipmentwere used for the initial material screening
. .
tests and the thermal performance testing. A brief description of
this facility follows-
ao
.... ac!  ty B-
(I) Arc Generators
(a) F -5000 Arc Generator
The model F-5000 is a Thermal Dynamics gas
and magnetically stabilized direct current arc generator.
It is a universal design which can operate over a wide
226
.
range'of pressure, power, and enthalpy conditions, with
respective limi±s of less than 1 arm-to 68 arm arc
chamber pressure, 2 0 KW to 1..500 KW input poWer and




The. electrode assembly consists of a water •
..
cooled._.thoriated tungsten cathode: and cylindrical copper
anode... Several cathode designs (stick, flat,-and weI1
types) permit use of this basic equipment over"a wide.
range: of pressures. The anode, assembly consists ofa
•
number of .cylindrical segments arranged, in t-andum with
one. unit electrically isolated fro m the.overall system.
The ."floating'..' section .acts to.fix the arc length and
inherently increases system voltage and operating.
efficiency. The..anode._are foot point.is magnetically
driven,with an external, field .coil.having a...variable
intensity from :300 to 1500 gauss.
Gas injection and operating gas operating gas
limits, are basically the.same as that described for the
...
M-4 arc generator. The system is also capable of
operating in an oxygen rich (up .to 80%. by weight) or
carbon dioxide atmosphere. Firm plans .have been
initiated %o define, the C0 2 .limitations.
_._i_:: /
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(b) L-1500 Arc Generator
This unit is primarily a high pressure (i 00 arm)
arc heater from the Thermal Dynamics Corporation. It
is intended to provide an expansion of the model F-5000
high pressure capabilities. Significant features of this
equipment are as follows-
I) Cylindrical copper-copper electrodes as start-
dard hardware but With the capability to operate
on tungsten-copper in various configurations.
2) Double magnetic coil to spin the cathode and
3)
anode arc footpoints.
Capability to operate on straight air, synthetic
air, helium, argon, CO 2 , and other gas
mixtures including high: concentrations of "
oxygen.
4) Capability to operate from one to one hundred
(I00) atmospheres arc chamber pressures.
Minimum nozzle exit enthalpy of 1500 Btu/lb
(2)
at I00 atmospheres.
Test Chamber - Facflity B
Facility B test chamber is a water-cooled double
jacketed cylindrical tank 48-inches in diameter and. twelve
(1.2) feet long. It houses two 7"' x 15 yt view ports located
diametrically opposite on the horizontal centerline and
228
.
slightly downstream of the nozzle exit plane. A 20-inch
accessp0rt is located at the bottom tank centerline for the
purpose of entry and maintenance. Two view ports and two
single _dummy ports are located on theend plate for viewing
the :model front face with pyr0meters or cameras and to
• .
mount auxiliary equipment. The tank is slit along the top
centerline and is flanged_ to support a second tank in PiggY-
back fashion. The upper tank houses, a model/inStrument
support and insertion mechanism ....
The test chamber is structurally designed for full
vacuum or 35 psig.
(3) Model_Housing and Insertion Mechanism
A unique model-h01der and insertion mechanism is
contained within a separate wacuum and pressure tight test
cell mounted to the test chamber, see Fig, VII-15. The
device serves to isolate the test models ifrom the high
temperature gas during arc generator calibration runs and
to provide means to rapidly and sequentially insert several
models into the test stream without extinguishing the arc.
..
The mechanism supports three model holders, a calori
meter, and pitot probe. Each can be selectively inserted,
traversed laterally and longitudinally, and retracted from
a remote control station.
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Pertinent features of this equipment are as followS-
(a) Five(5) independent support arms, i. e., one
pitot support, one calorimeter support, three
(b)
model supports.
Remote. control (automatic and. manual).
(c) Controlled longitudinal motion from the nozzle
exit plane to 13 inches downstream at a speed of
l"/sec. Traverse Control over a range of
+ I-I/2".
(d) - Insertion. speed.- variable up to six.(6) feet/sec
(e)
with a positioning accuracy of +. 010 inc.h.
Model capacity: 3; size:: 8 inches (for full
°
retraction).
(f) Maximum model end head" 600 lb.
(4) Power Supply
The one megawat_ power package previouslydescribed
for Facility A also" supplies d.c. power to either the
bo
F-5000 or L-1500 arc generators of Facility B.
Plasma Arc Support Equipment-
(i) Control and Instrumentation
Control and instrumentation for the plasma arc systems
are arranged in a centralized modular complex with.
independent control equipment for the M-4 and F-5000 arc
heater, see Fig. VII- 16.
.°
Emphasis is placed on precision measurements wherever
practical and in particular where arc generator performance
requireS, accurate measurements of test parameters for
..
reliable, repeatable testing conditions. The instrumentation
is geared to provide system, repeatability to within +5% of the
established "l:est condition.
..
(2) Data Acquisition and Recording
..
Data recording equipment although Centralized has the
capability to simultaneouslyservice both test facilities.
Maximum v.ersatili:ty is achieved by switchbo&rd type
operations and multiple switching circuits with controls dis-
. ..
played on the instrumentation panel,, see Fig. VII-17.
A 5.0-channel data acquisition system is used to record
the test data and this data is processed on an IBM 7094
..
computer.
Some of the salient features of the available i.nsfrumen-
ration equipment include"
(a) Fifty'channel analog data acquisition system
capable of recording rates to 60 channels per.
second with an overall system accuracy of + 0.1%
FS, A high system input impedance permits
direct recording of the low level inputs such as
thermoc0uples and straingages without adverse




magnetic tape is directly c0mpatible with an analog
computer and automatic plotting program.
(b) Strip chart recorders with potentiometric input
circuits and 0. 25% F_ accuracy for direct visual
display of selected facility or model parameters.
(c) Thirty-five mm camera with automatic exposure
control over Ii f-st0ps and a data slate display on
each frame of film, including test model number,
elapsed test time, and other identification data.
(d) Automatic thermocouple reference junction which
maintains a constant reference junction temperature
for up to 50. thermocouples of any type.
(e) DireCt writing oscillograph for high speed record-
ing up to 60 c ps at high input impedance.
Plasma Arc test data is recorded on low density, BCD
coded, magnetic tape from a Systrac 160El Data Acquisition
System. The data consists of analog voltage inputs versus
time, which are converted to engineering values versus
elapsed test time through an IBM 7094 Computer program
number TB-080. Output consists of a tabulated list-out and
and a magnetic type suitable for input to a Benson-Lehner
J-plotter utilizing program Z B-052. Final output from the
plotter is in the form of automatically plotted graphs of
engineering units versus elapsed test time.
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Additional signal conditioning equipment is available for
...
most types of instrumentation.
..
. • . • . .
..,
Exposure time is displayed on a digital elapsed time
• ....., .i. " " • .]. " .., . .... ..
. . .
indicator which is directly controlledby model holder
....
position. The. timer is started on model_insertion wh.en the
-
mOdel reaches .the stream centerline an d is stopped w.hen the
model is withdrawn from the stream and/or the. arc is turned
.... :;
off. All data.systems are sunchronized to. this timing signal,
. .
including the data acquisition system, strip chart recorders,
• ..
direct writing._0scillograph and the 35-ram camera. A pre
_. _ .
determining feature allows .thedesired test time. to be pre-
programmed, such that the model holder is automatically
• . ,




(3) .Gas Supply Sysiem , "
. .A liquid oxygen and nitrogen station coupled with a ..high
..... .., .: .. .
. .. .• .
pressure vap0rizer./C0mpressor system provides Up to
. _
21,800 scfh of either gas at a controlled temperature of 70° F
.. .. .-
+_5° F. The syste m has the capability to deliver mixtures of
these gases.at rates up to .0. 9 ib/sec at :3200 psig.
. .
Gas storage capacity is .35,000 scf of nitrogen, and
30,000 scf of oxygen at 3500 psigwith automatic recharging
at a rate of more than 21,000 scfh. Gas flow rates are.
controlled and displayed.at the test facility control center.




of 310,000 Scf and an equivalent oxygen supply of
250,000 scf.
A .6-ton liquid carbon dioxide supply station coupled
O
-with a vaporization circuit is available.. C 2 gas can
be supplied to the ,arc generator at flow rates up .to 900 lb/
hr. at 1000 psig--under eont.rolled temperature conditions.
Argon .and helium manifolding supply systems Utilizing.
standard high pressure cylinders are available.
c. Vacuum System: , , "
Two vacuum systems form an int.egral .part of the plasma
arc laboratory. One is a 3300 acfm mechanical Pumping . system
consisting of a 900,cfm Beech Russ roughing pump and a
2900-cfm Roots blower. A five.stage steam ejector system
..
capable of operating up to 95,000 acfm supplies the vacuum
requirements above the limits of the mechanical equipment.
Both vacuum systems are coupled to the.test.facilities
.through a manifolding arrangement designed to permit oPerating
either facility with either vacuum: system. Appropriate valving
and interlock circuit permit rapid, safe transfer of any vacuum
system to either test facility.
o Radiant Heat Facility"
For heat fluxes up to 120 Btu/sq ft-sec, a facility which uses
T-3 radiant heat lamps in a w.ater Cooled reflector assembly is
available. Power to the lamps is controlled by Research Inc.,
234
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ignitron poWer controllers. SpeCimen surface temperatures in the
3000 _ F to-3500 °'.F range can be. reached and maintained for periods as
long as 30 min., While fumes and smoke are drawn aw ay from .the
..
speCimen surfaCe. Heating may be: either a rectangular pulse or a
programmed heat input. The units can provide a uniform, heat input
over the SUrfaee.of a 6-in. by 6-in. specimento full size"struetural.
• .
components. Calibration equipment and instrumentation for thermo-
couple readout are available.
-.
Radiant heat fluxes in excess of 120 Btu/sq ft sec can be achieved
in the Are-Image Test.. Faei.!ity Which employs a carbon are heat
source, projected as a reflected image on the.surface of. the test
• .
specimen. Surface temperature can be varied from 200ff F to 5000 ° F
by adjustingthe position of the. specimen with respect to the. focal
point (hottest area}. The maximum test specimen which may be
tested isa .1-in, cube. Tile focal plane of. maximum-temperature
capability is approximately 1/4 in. in diameter, with a Btu input of
• .
up to 5000 Btu/sq ft-sec obtained from the 3.2.-kw arc output. Heating
rates are a direct function of.materials emissivity, reflec.tivity, and
transmissivity, and must be checked for each tesied material.
Heating rates may be programmed by moving the test specimen
toward and away from the focal plane while the test is in progress.
Materials with high surface emittance (c = 0.9) have been heated such
that the surface temperature rose at a rate of 100ff F/sec.
. ,,....g_,,
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Quartz lamps are arranged in different geometric shapes and
sizes to suit the structural assembly being he ated. Some standard
heating facilities capable of heating smali element type panels and
materials are a permanent part of the facility. These heaters were
utilized to flash test: ablator panels when evaluating application
process variables and high temperature contact adhesives.
B.. Flight Tests of .the X-15-2 Aircraft "
During.the program, it was anticipated that actual ablator designs
could be evaluated by flight test to sequentially substantiate the protection
system design and application methods. Unfortunately, the combination of
aborted flights and loss of airborne instrumentation nullified much of the
value from this method of design support.
The test applications, though they didn't provide quantitative data,
did permit visual feedback of design performance and uncover some
potential application difficulties. The extent.of test ablator applications and
..
the observations of eachare summarized below.
i. First Test Flight:
The ablator application for evalu.ation on the initial flight test
included the folIowing-
• :
ao /k Mach 8 design application to one horizontal stabiliZer.
b. A leading edge :material evaluation on the ventral fin.
c. A bond line temperature evaluation application on the ventral
right Side.




Test applications of hard point material.
..
Test application.s, of lVIA:-25s repair material.-
• .
A coated UHF antenna.
• h. High temperature bond line experiment on nose panels.
i, A protective, application 'over main landing Skids..
• .
From this initial appli'cation, one primary observation was _
made. Application of sprayed abla%or in thick overhead :applications
.. .
.require a step build-up in thickness :.to.-avoid a heavy uncured layer"of
. .
material. This method was n ot_used.forl the first stabilizer applica,
•
tion, and a":bond line separation was encountered.near the leading
edge, Another stabilize r application using a multi-layer application
technique eliminated this problem.
Failure" of aircraft. instrumentation prevented obtaining .thermo -
couple response data, but visual inspection of the application showed
-
• . .
general ablator performance as expected: Some localized de lamina-
tions were observed in the stabilizer application, and further
modification was made to application technique to eliminate their
Occurrence, Figures VII-:18 thru VII- 23 shOW the saiient features.
of this application.
2. Second Test Flight:
..
The second application was a con%inuation Of the initial fligh.t
tested ablator features. The following features were incorporated to
demonstrate the effectiveness of changes made following the initial
flight
Gao A bond line temperature experiment on the fixed ventral.
b@
06
A_ NASA window experiment on the left ventral side.






A refurbishment study on the iieft speed brake.
• . ......, ,_,,
A two-layer application on the movable Ventral.
Hard point inserts and bearing pad installations.
Fuselage ablator .panels to evaluate effects ofexternal
drop tank on ablator layer.
h. Skin temperatureexperiment on the'fuselage nose panels.
An .abortive .flight .of-the X-15 completely negated obtaining usable
results from these ablator experiments. It is significant to note,
..
however, that the ablator was not removed from the aircraft, and
has been successfully flown three times since the initial abort.
Figures VII-24 and VII-25 show the ablator application prior and
subsequent to the aborted flight,
°
Computer Faei.lities and Programs
1. Digital Computations-
The primary digital co.mputational .equipment used during t.his
program was the IBM 7094-II Electronic Data Processing Machine.
This computer has a high speed processor and a storage unit with
the capacity of 32,768 words of 36 binary digits each. The computer
is a stored program type With automatic floating point arithmetic
capabilities. It is possible to execute 357,000 additions or 178,500
238 :..
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multiplications per second. It also has special features for rapid
• . ...
•
%able lookup and simultaneous input, ouiput and computation.
Attached to the 7094-II are 12 magnetic tape drives, Model 729-VI.
These unitsare capable of reading or recording 556 or 800 bits to
,
the inch. A printer, Model 716, is attached to the computer and is
used to direC.t.the computer operator. App.roximately 1.800 sub-






An IBM 1460 System is also available for processing the tape
- ., °..
input and output required for communication with the IBM 7094-II.
It has four tape Units attached to it,, three of which may be shared
with the IBM. 7094-II. The IBM 14.02 .card reader and punch unit
and: the IBM 1403 l l00-1ine per minute printer are also part of the
IBM 1460. A second.IBM 1460 is used to handle the printer overflow.
The IBM 7070 Data Processing System is also available in the
computer facility. For smaller and simpler computations two IBM
. . , , •
16.2 0 and one-Bendix G - 15 general.purpose digital computers are
. ..
...
available. The IBM equipment is leased by Martin,
The computing equipment includes a Benson-Lehner X-Y Plotter,
..
Model J, .with both magnetic tape and punched card input and four
smaller Benson-Lehner X-Y PlotterS, Models E, F and G with
,.
punched card input. This equipment automatically plots scientific
data generated from both the 7094-II and the 162 0.
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2 Computational ProgramS"
• . , , _ ,, .........
Thermal analysis of ablative hea_ shields was accomplished by _he
use of _he T-CAP-III and T-CAP-IV _ransient, charring abla_or,
digital computer programs. B0_h programs employ the analytical
.
model described below, however, T'CAP-III performs a one-
dimensional analysis in the ablative layer whereas T-CAP-IV has
• . ..
_hree-dimensional capability, Since bo_h programs possess the
capability of computing _hree-dimensional heat _ransfer in the sub-
s_ructure, T-CAP-III is used in areas where the heat flux and
ablation material thickness is relatively c ons_an_ with T-CAIS-IV
being employed when hea_ing ra_es and abla_or _hicknesses vary
rapidly over small distances, e.g., 0n leading edges.
The analytical model employed in these programs consists of a
virgin plastic layer, a pyrolysis zone, a char layer, and, where
applicable, a mel_ layer.
The ablative layer is considered to consist of a multilayer char,
a pyrolysis zone and virgin plastic layer, all of which are characteriz-
ed by _he density profile. For general application, the capability of
handling an arbitrary composite arrangemen_ of abla_or, insulation,
and in_ernal s_ruc_ure is included. The surface.boundary conditions
include arbitrary hea_ing functions versus time arising from convec-
tion and radiation as well as surface burning, the _ranspira_ion cooling
effec_ of the pyrolysis produc_s, and the radiation cooling from the




surface boundary condition as a temperature-time history. Surface
recession resulting from Surface burning of the char .layer is
....
included, and both the burning rate limited and the oxygen diffusion
..,
.. ....
limited cases are .considered. The nonablato.r material properties








temperature. The ablator.thermal, properties input data are con-
, • .. -. . . . .
• . . ....
sidered in curve for m as functions of both temPerature and density,
The rate of .change of the ablative laye r density profile and the
resulting pyrolysis products mass flow "are calculated utilizing the
reaction Mnetics of the plasticwith nt.h order reaction as,. determined
....... . . .. .,..
• .
from TGA data. ActiVation energies and rate constants must be
provided.
. ,
The following, are the equations :programmed for/finite difference
..
solution on the IBM 7094 computer for arbitrary inputs of material
: ..
proPerties and. time dependent heating and .surface force environ.-
ment.
a. Surface Heat Balance.
q(conduction)
= q (convective) + q (radiation)
- q (..mass injection blocking)
+_.q (burning or vaporization) - q (reradiation)
k .6T) _('_- surface hbl (H - Hw)+ " .- rh M (H- s qr v






bo Ablative Layer Hea.t Balance:
(stored) =_ (conducted) - _(mass floW) + _ (pyrolysis)
pCp 6_ - _--_ :6 ' - rn (x,t)c - +f L
v. • pg _x pp p
c-, Ablator Degradation:
In the T-CAP-III and T-CAP-IV:programs, the material
degradation is described by a nondimensional density, , which
is defined as the-fraction by weigh± that the pyrolysis reaction
..
has to go to eomple±ion. The ra±e at which material degradation
takes place is a function Of the material reaction kinetics and
the amount of reactant remaining.











The material reaction kinetics and the order 'of reaction are
obtained for any particular material by therm0gravimetric
analysis (TGA). The ablator density at any point and at any
time is then given by.
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p gi:_ where::the flux of,pyrolysis roducts!is: yen as
X
0
where .. :......, . ........... . ,
•i , : %., :" . 3: :.....:..... "....... ._ , .: .: . ", ,. '. ", i . " " ' ' ' "
Op - Pc
!::"::_'_ -_;,ii:i _:':if_!%._.:,;O_p"i:/_ !" :_.......i .i!._!:!,_.,.:i:ii" :_,.. :_: ._: 4
i.:.. -, i...: ,,. L::::::i., ..i.,: : .:i:,i. :_: ,._....,!" .!i._:.,,:.:_, " " !.i:.....:_,! :i_ .. ::_ :/:,_ . ,_ J. i:,'?.. ': . ;i
d. Surface Recession.
..... " " -'i::__:':,/'_ .:i-'/',/!, '.... i _, i:._:....i __ .........•
......... • _. -.. .... _,-. _..: . i, ,..::.,:.;.i '_:'.i ..._...:, _ ..- • .- ...
Surface recession of an ablafing maferial by any one of
several modes- oxidafion, melf flow, vaporizafion and sublima-
.......... . ..... . ..... . ........ -,..-'!, _ ,_.:,_!._,2::,:, "_ °- .':i"i ".- ! _i.!_._i..i:i"ii ......... • .. . ? ,..., _.: •
lion, can be Computed by the T-CAP programs.
._i:i:.-..,_, i:' :__i...,,i: _ " . '._ .i :i. - :; ....._i.'_._i ii..:.._ -.".....:. • "i ........ -:,..:! :
Where surface recessiOn is the resulf of char o xidafion,
the concentration of oxygen at the w-all andi fhe oXida%ion rare






where k 1 and k 2 are burning rate c onstanfs and the exponent n
defines the reaction order. Usually n = 1/2 gives good agree-
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where he t is .the net heat transfer coefficient after mass
blocking has been accounted for.
For materials which form a viscous melt layer at elevated
temperatures surface recession can occur due to the molten
material flowing under the influence of aerodynamic shear
forces.. The surface recession due to the melt flow is given by-
Y
1









= aerodynamic shear stress
dp/dx = local pressure gradient
= melt viscosity
R
= local body radius
In general, these materials also lose malerial due to
vaporization. The recession due to vaporization is computed by
.the following, equation when the condi%iOn_s:Of itemperature-and
pressure are;such that:!lie molten layer is not boiling.
h
net .... 1
r = , ' 1=, _....




• . . . .
.. molecular weight,of vapor
P_.:: :_: =:: lo_ealambient :pressure_ :, :. _ _....: .... :.... ,:.
v = vapor presshre::a_ ablating:: sUrface
• When, at a given pressure the:Vapor pressure approaches.the
local ambient pressure the molten layer begins"to boil. under
these conditions the surface recesSion.is again computed Using
the surface heat balance at a.flow surface temperature, in this
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